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Abstract 
 
Weed management is a key issue for major pipeline construction and operations, and any 
linear infrastructure project.  Effective weed management maintains the social (and 
legislated) license to operate; while poor controls can result in spreading invasive species as 
well as impacts on agricultural productivity and costs to landholders.  Additionally, in the long 
run poor management of weeds is costly in terms of project scheduling and delivery and 
increases the risk of losing project support from local communities and landholders. 
 
Weed management undertaken on recent major pipeline projects in Queensland have had 
an over-reliance on one particular control – weed wash-downs.  While wash-downs can be 
effective for some priority weed species, relying heavily on this strategy leaves gaps in weed 
management, leading to less than optimal weed control. Furthermore, experience suggests 
that local authorities and land holders can consider wash down as the only effective 
measure of control. 
 
Similarly, a focus on declared weeds is common prior to disturbance and non-declared 
species are the focus of attention during initial rehabilitation. This is a reactive approach that 
ignores the potential to carry out more effective treatments targeting particular species 
groups with common vulnerabilities. Finally, if the weed surveying prior to project 
commencement is in any way compromised (poor coverage, carried out in the dry season 
etc..) then the project proponent will be exposed to the risk of being unfairly blamed for the 
introduction or spreading of weeds.  
 
This paper identifies the steps to successfully develop a weed management strategy for 
major pipelines, and linear infrastructure projects, and addresses the gaps in the current 
approaches. By including a GIS based data collection strategy as the key management 
activity, and developing a comprehensive weed survey database over several seasons, 
proponents of this type of project can significantly improve on weed management 
performance.   
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Allan Leech, a Dalby cattle farmer, has accused CSG companies of 
spreading African Love Grass across Southern QLD properties.   
Image Reference: 2013, “Weeds Spark Compo Action”
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Issues of Concern

 Focus of regulatory and industry attention is on 
vehicle hygiene (washdown or cleandown)

 High cost of vehicle hygiene requirements can 
threaten project feasibility 

 A ‘one size fits all’ washdown solution does not 
consider project scale and activities

 Washdowns are not the solution for all weed species
 Vehicle hygiene does not address seed bank 

germination.
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Problem statementProject development and implementing-cost of undertaking cleandowns/ washdowns to meet expectations, scheduling of construction and lost time to inefficient, onerous processes, and ultimately project delivery. A recent project we worked on had such stringent requirements by a regulator that it could have unhinged the projectCleaning vehicles- quality of cleaning process, timing- validity, logistics of construction, scouting, types of vehicles- excavators vs utes, quality of facilities and proximity to project, company ‘support’, method of cleaning- training and procedures for sign off, location of project, company proceduresWeed management controls – basis of successful weed control, catchment basis, methods targeting species vs one method fits all, community concern for certain weeds,



Next Gen weed management for pipeline and 
infrastructure projects should focus on the 
‘science’ of weed control, rather than an over 
reliance on vehicle hygiene.

Introducing the w…

Do the new legislative obligations support the next gen 
approach?
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Stages of a pipeline impact weed 
management differently- one size does 

not fit all
Preconstruction 

surveys

Clear & Grade, 
stockpiling 

(modified ROW)

Trenching
Pipe stringing, 

welding & 
coating

Lowering pipe in 
ground

Backfilling Testing

Land Restoration 
(+ weed 

germination)

Operating & 
maintenance
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The risks associated with weeds vary significantly with project stages.  



Vehicle hygiene solutions must be 
practical for the project

Consider vehicle type & volume, project stage, work site location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May be upwards of 50 4WDs moving around,



Project weed management is a subset of 
regional and property weed management

Out of 
project 
control

Controlled 
by project
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Pipelines traverse a range of landscapes, properties, soil types and vegetation communities.Due to scale of projects, projects may straddle wet seasons with favourable plant growth.  The soil seed bank must be managed post disturbance



Example: Weed management must 
address the specific site conditions

Consideration Example
Distribution of weeds Widespread distribution vs. localised 

populations on a property
Emergent issues vs. established 
populations

African love grass vs Parthenium

Position in Landscape & growing 
conditions

Flood plain vs rocky escarpment

Plant phenology Propagation, seed dispersal, 
flowering & seeding time, seed 
viability

Soil Properties Clay vs. sandy soils – seedbanks, 
vehicle hygiene



Why not a fit for purpose solution?

Addressing each species:
 Distribution & landholder 

concern
 Seasonal growth 

requirements
 Competitive ability
 Seed size & capacity to 

germinate
 Likelihood of growth in 

project stage

A sterile cover crop planted on a soil 
stockpile and along the ROW will inhibit 
weed growth of certain species

Utilise grazing management or exclusion to limit weed growth
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Respects landholder obligations, environment & project feasibility



Weed impact 
management plan

Define Develop 
controls Execute

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not one size fits allExamples include control and contain a population or erradication.  Need to consider management of seed bank and emergence following disturbancePriority species list may not address environmental weeds



Define Phase

• Field validated weed survey (baseline), part property
• Improves project planning & costing
• Identified ‘clean properties to maintain status

Quantify species 
presence & likelihood 

of establishment

• Broad scoping maps eg snake maps
• Hot spot locations/ risk assessment
• Alignment construction sheets

Collect GIS based 
data 

• Develop priority species list
Landholder/ 
governments 
expectations

• Soil types, flooding, watercourse crossings, soil seed 
bank, paddock layout

• Species distribution

Regional & property 
considerations
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Not one size fits allExamples include control and contain a population or erradication.  Need to consider management of seed bank and emergence following disturbancePriority species list may not address environmental weeds



 Snake map & alignment sheet examples

Identifies high 
risk weed zones

Species
specific 
zones



Low weed infestation
High risk of contamination
Vehicle hygiene is 
appropriate Heavy weed 

infestation
Control strategies may 
need to be other than 
vehicle hygiene



Develop Controls

• clear & grade, stripping soil, stockpiling, cover crops, 
laydowns

• Disturbance scale & duration 
• Access for maintenance

Construction 
/operating 
methods

• Wet season weed control & regular seasonal maintenance
• Seedbank ‘explosions’ during construction
• Cover crops on stockpiles &ROW
• Transporting large volumes of construction workers

Control 
requirements

• Seasonality
• Stage of construction

Species 
control matrix



Example: Species control matrix

Species Emergent 
spraying

Basal spray Vehicle
hygiene

Cover crop

Opuntia sp X
Parthenium X X X
Sporobolus
sp

X X X

Lantana sp X X
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Supports landholder property level stipulations



Execute Phase

•Detailed weed management property maps for construction & operating 
project stages

•Continual communication with landholders for each project stage

Stakeholder 
engagement 

strategy

•Tender method, specifications, detailed tender construction plans
•Subcontractors 
•Schedule
•Company HSEQ systems

Contractor/ 
construction 

strategy

•All vehicle types & machinery, temp facilities & contaminant management
• In field methods- during survey phase
•Large machinery methods, clean properties worked together
•ROW zoning after topsoil stripping

Wash down method 
& locations

•Restore ROW & disturbed areas as soon as practical
•Plan weed control & access for life of operation

Restoration & 
monitoring



Comparison Base Case

 Assuming 100 km of 40m cleared right of way, 
running through 30 different farms  

 Parthenium, Giant Rats Tail grass, African Love 
Grass, Harissia cactus

 The control activity occurs over a full season, 1 year. 



Cost comparison case study

 Scenario A – current practice 
– strong emphasis on vehicle hygiene

Total = $8,894,000

 Scenario B – hybrid approach to area weed controls
– WIMP- specific to species/ region/ activities
– controls a larger area & more weed species

Total cost = $ 2,132,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scenario A – current practice. 3 washdowns, based on the prevalence of weeds across a number of different farms. ie; a “GRT area” and a “Parthenium area” and all areas with ALG and Harrisia cactus.Normal practice to run a weed control/spot spraying crew through the construction area while the stockpiles are in place, once per month in high risk months. Allow 4 days per run and 4 runs.   From Table 1 – 3 x $ 2,930,000 = $8,790,000From Table 2 – 4 x $26,000 =  $104,000Total = $8,894,000Scenario B – hybrid approach to area weed controls 1 Washdown – only used for instances of high risk activity such as flower/seed set and wet weather. 1 x Washdown – reduced use due to high risk only periods. $ 1,930,000Maintain spot spray team on RoW. $104,000Introduce spot/area spraying on adjacent areas and cover-cropping on top Soil stockpile  $98,000  (tables 3,4,5 &6) Total cost = $ 2,132,000 



Will the new legislative requirements 
allow next gen weed management?

Mineral and Energy Resources (Common 
Provisions) Act & Regulation 2016 (QLD)
 requirements for behaviour on resources tenures
 Schedule 1, Part 2 – mandatory conditions relating to land 

access
– Section 7- obligations to prevent the spread of declared pests
– Section 7(4)- ‘a holder must ensure each person acting for the 

holder under a Resource Act washes down vehicles and machinery 
before entering a landholder’s land in the area of the resource 
authority, if the risk of spreading a declared pest is likely to be 
reduced by the washing down.’

– Section 7(5) – holder must keep a record (the washdown record)….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Noting washdown- means remove reproductive material from the vehicle or machinery using an appropriate cleaning process.Or at: QLD Gov., Department of Natural Resources and Mines, Mineral and Energy Resources (Common Provisions) Act 2014Available at: https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/LEGISLTN/ACTS/2014/14AC047.pdf 



Conclusions

 Legislative basis leads towards vehicle hygiene as the 
favoured management option

 Reliance on vehicle hygiene is cost prohibitive and 
misdirected

 ‘Science’ of weed management is fundamental to 
success
– Weed management is more than vehicle hygiene
– Tailored to regional, property, activity requirements will lead to 

more effective weed management.
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